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This evaluation pack includes information about the Flying Start to Literacy program and
includes sample pages for one of the program's paired guided reading books.
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Program components

Shared Reading Big Books

Pre-School to Year 1

… launch young readers into literacy.
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy

Feature rhyme, rhythm, repetition and predictable text
Humorously illustrated narrative texts
Vividly photographed informative texts
Narrative texts offer a mix of stories and rhymes
Informative texts introduce readers to science and
mathematics concepts

With a roar, roar, roar
and a growl, growl, growl!
We’re scary monsters –
hear us howl!

He said to his brothers
as they walked into town,
“I’m going to pull
all the washing down.”

The big green monster
knew what to do –
“Watch me make
a hullabaloo!”
4

5

Paired Guided Reading Books
… connect meaningful information and appealing narratives,
and engage learners with content-rich reading.
yy Same concepts, vocabulary and high-frequency words in each pair
yy Balance of illustrated narrative and photographic informative texts
yy Wide range of text types include: narratives, recounts, persuasive,
procedures, explanations and reports

Guided Reading Levels 1 to 24

Perspectives Books
… extend students’ thinking with additional points of views on the topics introduced in the paired texts.
yy The titles contain short texts in magazine-style format and include posters, arguments, discussions, letter and visual images.
yy A Lesson Plan for each title helps teachers engage and support students in critical discussions.
yy The Lesson Plan assists students to recognise different points of view, and then to write about them.

Guided Reading Levels 25 to Q-V*
*Levels indicated by letters Q-V are comparable to the Guided Reading Levels of Fountas and Pinnell.

Vocabulary Starters
Vegetables
… support the early emergent stage.

Vocabulary Starter

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing reading vocabulary

Getting started

Getting started

Developing writing vocabulary

Vocabulary Starter
The Vocabulary Starter Vegetables
supports the vocabulary used in
the Flying Start to Literacy Early
Emergent stage books Making Soup
and The Vegetable Garden.

Key vocabulary: carrot potato corn pumpkin tomato
broccoli onion
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters support
the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing.
They reflect the vocabulary needs of students in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum.
This card can be:
• read as a book;
• opened up into a chart;
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:
• to introduce new vocabulary;
• as a word bank – displayed opened out on a bulletin board
as a writing resource;
• as a stimulus for discussion, (e.g. What vegetables do you
eat? Which one is your favourite?);
• to support students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary to clear photographs;
• to build confidence using the vocabulary.

Ask: What vegetables do you eat? Have students talk with their
partner, before sharing their ideas with the group.
Show the front cover of the Vocabulary Starter. Ask: Do you
know the names of these vegetables? Invite students to point to
the vegetables they know and say their name. Open out the
Vocabulary Starter and talk about each of the vegetables.

AS SEEN
Writing sentences

Introduce each word on the Vocabulary Starter. Point to a
photograph and ask: What is this? Can you see the word that
says “carrot”? Ask students to look at the word. Ask: What do
you notice about this word?

in the Victorian
Department of
Education and
Training Literacy
Teaching Toolkit

Have students draw a picture of their favourite vegetable on a
square of paper. Students then sit in a circle and take turns to
speak about their drawing. Use the picture squares to create a
simple bar graph showing favourite vegetables.

Draw out information about:
• word shape;
• number of letters;
• first letter (e.g. Whose name in the class has the same first
letter?);
• other words that sound like the word.
Repeat with other words.

Vegetable shopping game

Jumbled sentence

Favourites

Have students sit in a circle and play “I Went Shopping”.
Begin by saying: I went shopping and I bought a carrot. The
first student repeats what you have said and adds one new
vegetable, for example: I went shopping and I bought a carrot
and a potato. The next student says: I went shopping and I
bought a potato and a tomato, etc.

Describing words

Talk about ways to describe each vegetable on the Vocabulary
Starter. Say: We can describe what the vegetable looks like, such
as its colour, size or shape, and what it feels like and tastes like.
Ask: What words could you use to describe a carrot/potato/
tomato? etc. Use students’ ideas to create a list of describing
words.

Model writing sentences about making vegetable soup. Say:
I am going to write about making vegetable soup. I will write a
sentence about each vegetable that I put in my soup.
Write on a chart: “I put in an onion. I put in some corn. I put
in some pumpkin.” Talk aloud as you write, to explain your
thinking. Refer to the Vocabulary Starter as you write the
name of each vegetable.
Have students write their own sentence/s about making
vegetable soup. Have them illustrate their writing. Compile
the pictures and create a class book. Share the book with the
group.

Phonemic awareness

Write a sentence about vegetables onto a large strip of paper,
for example: “I like to eat corn because it is juicy and sweet.”
Cut the sentence into individual words. Have students sit in
a semicircle and help reconstruct the sentence on the floor.
Read the finished sentence together. Talk about the sentence:
Which is the first word? … the last word? … the smallest word?
… the longest word? How many words in this sentence?

Sorting and grouping

Group together two vegetable names, according to criteria
based on the sounds in the words, for example:

Make sets of word cards using the words from the Vocabulary
Starter. Provide pairs of students with one set of cards each.
Have students sort their cards into groups according to set
criteria. For example, say: Make two groups: vegetables you
need to peel and vegetables you don’t. Encourage students
to talk about their groups and justify how they are sorted.
Repeat with other criteria, for example: vegetables that you
like to eat raw/cooked, … are round/not round, … grow
underground/above ground, etc.

•

pumpkin, potato – same first sound;

•

corn, carrot – same first sound;

•

tomato, potato – same last sound;

•

broccoli, pumpkin – same middle sound (highlight that
this sound is made using different letters).

Say: We are going to think about the sounds we can hear in these
words. What is the same about these two words: “pumpkin” and
“potato”? Discuss students’ ideas. Ask: What other words do
you know with the /p/ sound at the beginning?

Developing oral vocabulary
English Language Learners

These activities are designed for students who are j
beginning to learn English.
What’s that vegetable?

Display the Vocabulary Starter. Point to a photograph an
ask: What is this vegetable? Have students answer using a
full sentence: That vegetable is corn. Repeat with all of th
photographs.

YEARS F–5

yy Sturdy, laminated cards with seven
folding panels
yy Unambiguous, full-colour photographs
introduce key vocabulary
yy One for each pair of Levels 1
and 2 books, and one for each
Shared Reading set
yy On the back of the photographs are activities
for developing oral reading and writing

Vegetables

“One potato, two potatoes …”

Sing the song or say as a rhyme:
“One potato, two potatoes, three potatoes, four.
Five potatoes, six potatoes, seven potatoes, more.”
Substitute the names of other vegetables and sing or say a

Let’s go shopping

Using pictures of vegetables and other props if available,
up a mock vegetable shop. Have students role-play selling
buying vegetables from the shop. Model how to do this u
full sentences. For example, say: Can I please buy some br
Students can take turns being the shopkeeper.

Vegetable soup

Draw an outline of a large pot on a piece of paper. Make
copies for students working in pairs. Supply students with
supermarket catalogues, scissors and glue. Have pairs wo
together to cut out and paste pictures of vegetables in the
to make “vegetable soup”. Students can talk about their s
and the vegetables that are in it. Encourage students to sa
sentence, for example: Our soup has onions, peas and cor
Support them to name the vegetables they may be unsure

FS AUS L2 VS Vegetables.indd 1-7

COMPREHENSION
SHARED READING

Lesson Plans
… deliver explicit, systematic instruction
with diagnostic support built in.

GROUP READING

yy Before, During and After Reading activities
yy Integrate oral language, comprehension,
phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary
development, fluency and writing
yy Activity Cards offer creative suggestions
for exploring the topic further
yy Blackline Masters provide opportunities for
ongoing assessment

SCOPE AND
SEQUENCE
Title

Early Emergent
Reading Stage:
Guided Reading
Levels 1-2
High-freque
ncy words:

Sentence stems

High-freque
ncy words:
New

Revisited and
reinforced

Key vocabulary:

New

Key vocabulary:
Revisited and
reinforced

Early Emergent
Stage: Level
1

… provide valuable material for planning and record keeping.

My Body
Word count: 28

My … is here.

Here I Am!
Word Count:

28
What Shape
Can You
See?
Word count: 35
Shapes Around
Word count: 35 Us
I Look at the
Fruit
Word count: 35

Can you see
the …?

Hide and Seek
Word count: 27

you

I the

here is

bird cat dog
fish mouse
rabbit turtle

here is my

Here is my …

come

here is my

My … is here.

brother father
grandma
grandpa mother
sister

here is my

Me
Word count: 21
Dogs
Word Count:

apple banana
lemon
pineapple strawberry orange
watermelon

at look the
in

Here is my …

I can
28

In the Garden
Word count: 28
Wow! Look
at That
Word count: 35

This dog can
…

this

eye face foot
hand knee
leg nose

circle heart
oval rectangle
square star triangle

can see the

at look

Look at the …
My … is here.

Matching one
printed word
to
each word read
Using the photographs
to
identify unknown
words

here is my

can I see the

I look at the …

Eating Fruit
Word count: 28
Pets at Home
Word count: 35

My Birthday
Word count: 24

eye face foot
hand knee
leg nose

I can see the
…

My Pet
Word count: 28

Reading strategies
These suggestions
are
indicative only.
There
many opportunities are
for
addressing a
range
strategies in each of reading
book.

here is my

Here is my ...

eat dig drink
jump run
sleep swim

circle heart
oval rectangle
square star triangle

bird cat dog
fish mouse
rabbit turtle

at look the

ant bee butterfly
ladybird spider caterpillar
worm

at I look the

Identifying the
parts
– cover, title page of a book
Turning pages
from left to right
Finding text on
a page
One-to-one word
matching
Understanding
left to right
directionality

brother father
grandma
grandpa mother
sister

can

Look at the …
I look at the …

Identifying parts
of
Identifying where the book
to begin and
stop reading

Recognising the
pattern of the
book
Using initial letters
apple banana
to confirm
lemon
pineapple strawberry orange words
watermelon

eat dig dog
drink jump run
sleep swim

ant bee butterfly
ladybird spider caterpillar
worm

Understanding
the concepts of
print (Reading
for meaning
Using simple
grammatical
structures: I can
… This dog
can …
Understanding
concept about
first/last word
on page
Linking prior knowledge
to the
text
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Record of Read

The Skating Club
Name:

ing Behaviour

Guided reading

s analysis sheet

level G (12)
Date:

Information sources
Errors – What

Self-corrections
–
What did the
student use?

Level 12

Read the title to the student. Ask the student to tell you what the book is about.
Name:

Analysis of errors
and self-corrections

Text
SC

Error
MSV

SC
MSV

1

We are in a skating club.

2

We play games and do tricks

4

We need to stay safe

5

when we skate. We have

6

helmets and we have pads for

7
8

our wrists, knees and elbows.
6

9

Before we go skating, we check

10

our skates. We clean the wheels

11 +

and check that they can spin.
We test the brake pads.
9

99

Easy

98

3

on our skates. It is lots of fun.
4

%

Level of
difficulty

Errors

97
96
95

Comprehension

How do the children
in the book take
care of their
skates? What
types of things
do these children
their club? (Literal)
do at
Why do these
children go to
a skating club?
(Inferential)
Do you need
to be good at
skating to join
club? Would all
this skating
skating clubs
be like this one?
Explain. (Critical)

Planning
Focus

93

Problem-solving
strategies

90
89 or less

(E + SC) + SC

on our skates.

Reads smoothly
at an appropria
te rate
Uses appropria
te phrasing
Reads expressive
ly
Attends to punctuatio
n

92
91

Self-correction

Some of us play hockey

Instructional

94

Fluency
use?

After the student
has finished reading,
have him/her
talk about the
book. If appropria
te, prompt the
by using the questions
student
below.

Accuracy rate

Information used
E

3

Meaning
Structure
Visual cues

Date:
Count

Page

did the student

Meaning
Structure
Visual cues

Record of Reading Behaviours
The Skating Club

used

ratio

=1:

What the student

next

needs to learn

Fluency
Hard
Comprehension
Phonics
Vocabulary

When we are skating
we hit the puck to each other
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with our hockey sticks.
We have to keep standing
when someone bumps us

4

or hits our hockey sticks.
100 words

Total
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INDEPENDENT

yy Scope and sequence charts to identify strategies to be monitored
for each title
yy Systematic and explicit sequence of phonics and phonemic
awareness for each reading stage
yy Reading and writing across the curriculum checklists to identify
cross-curriculum links and content vocabulary
yy Records of reading behaviours for books at each reading stage
yy Assessment checklists to record the progress of individual
students using the reading strategies for each book

SMALL GROUP

Teacher Resources

Overview of series resources
SHARED READING COLLECTION PRE-SCHOOL–1

EMERGENT READING STAGE GUIDED READING LEVELS 3–6

EARLY READING STAGE GUIDED READING LEVELS 7–10

EARLY EMERGENT READING STAGE GUIDED READING LEVEL 1

TRANSITIONAL READING STAGE GUIDED READING LEVELS 11–14

EARLY FLUENT READING STAGE GUIDED READING LEVELS 15–18

EARLY EMERGENT READING STAGE GUIDED READING LEVEL 2

FLUENT READING STAGE GUIDED READING LEVELS 19–24

Colours

Colours
The Vocabulary Starter Colours
provides direct support for the
vocabulary used in the Flying
Start to Literacy Stage 1 books
Come and Look! and Fish.

Key vocabulary: black blue green orange pink red yellow
Flying Start Vocabulary Starters support the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing.
They reflect the vocabulary needs of children in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum, including science and social studies:
This card can be:
• read as a book
• opened up into a chart
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:

Vocabulary Starter

Colours vocab starter.indd 1-7

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing reading vocabulary

Developing writing vocabulary

Blackline master: Coloured things

Vocabulary Starter

• to introduce new vocabulary
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
as a writing resource.
• as a stimulus for discussion e.g. What colours do you know?
• to support ELL students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary with clear photographs
• to build confidence using vocabulary.

✂
Getting started

Getting started

Writing sentences

Talk about the way that colour can be used to describe things.
What things are black? What things are orange? What other colour
words are there? Develop a list that includes colours that are
not on the Vocabulary Starter (e.g. grey, brown, aqua, purple).

Introduce the word on each card. Point to the photograph and
ask: What colour is this? Can you see the word that says “red”?
Ask the students to look at the word. What do you notice about
this word?

Provide a picture of a rainbow to write about. Ask: How could
I describe this rainbow? I want to write the sentence, “I can
see yellow.” Write: “I can see” and then ask: How will I work
out how to write the word “yellow”? Model referring to the
Vocabulary Starter as a resource.

Memory game

Draw out information about:

Play the game “Spotto” in small groups. To play, display a
group of six similar objects of different colours (e.g. six toy
cars). While one student turns away, another student removes
one item from the group. The first student must spot what is
missing. Encourage students to say: The black car is gone.

• word shape
• number of letters
• first letter e.g. Whose name in the class has the same first letter?
• other words that sound like the word.

Have students write about their favourite colour. Provide the
sentence stem: My favourite colour is … (e.g. red, blue, yellow,
orange, black).

Repeat with other words.

Have students write each word from the Vocabulary Starter
using a pencil of that colour (e.g. yellow written in yellow
pencil).

Describing words
Provide a range of colour samples (colour cards or charts
from paint suppliers can be useful). Have the students group
the samples by colour. Talk about words that can be used to
describe different hues of the same colour (e.g. light blue, dark
blue, navy blue, sky blue).

Common sayings
Encourage students to talk about feelings that can be
associated with colour. For example, blue is often associated
with sadness. Talk about sayings that use colour. For example,
say: She was green with envy; It was a black day; She saw red;
He was feeling blue. Do people really go these colours? Why do
we use words in this way?

First letters
Mask the key vocabulary words on the Vocabulary Starter
using sticky labels. Ask: What letter do you expect to see at the
start of this word? Unmask to check.

Word and picture match
Write the key words from the Vocabulary Starter onto small
cards. Give each student one of the word cards and ask the
students to match the word to the correct picture on the
Vocabulary Starter and then read the word aloud. Change
cards and repeat.

Sentence stems
Using the Blackline master, finish the sentences by writing
different colour words in the spaces provided. Cut the page
into sentence strips. Give each student a sentence and have
him/her read it and follow the instructions. Pass the sentences
onto the next person and repeat.

Get a
Get a

pencil.
block.

Get a

paper.

Get a

pen.

© 2009 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and under international copyright
conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions in which it is published. The trademark “Flying Start to Literacy” and
Star device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in Australia and New Zealand.

Spelling

Provide each student with a copy of the Blackline master.
Have him/her fill in the colour words and then have a partner
find the things that are listed. Encourage students to check
their spelling of each colour word against the Vocabulary
Starter.

Get a

car.

Get a

book.

Get a

toy.

Copy this blackline master at 140%.
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starter Colours © 2009 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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Every Flying Start to Literacy title is one of a pair that is linked by concept and shares vocabulary. They are supported by versatile Vocabulary
Starter in the lower levels, and unique Perspectives in the upper levels, and Lesson Plans throughout. Big Books and Chapter Books top and
tail the program.
FLUENT PLUS READING STAGE GUIDED READING LEVELS 25–30

ADVANCED FLUENT READING STAGE MIDDLE PRIMARY LEVELS Q–S*

ADVANCED FLUENT READING STAGE UPPER PRIMARY LEVELS T–V*

* Levels indicated by letters Q–V are comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
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Shared Reading
Collection Overview
Develop early literacy skills through rhyme, rhythm, repetition
and highly predictive texts
Shared Big Books on familiar topics will soon become favourites
in your classroom.
Each of the 16 titles comes with a Vocabulary Starter. This provides an opportunity
to develop oral vocabulary around the content of the book.
Easy-to-follow Lesson Plans are provided for each title.
Your students will:
yy begin to recognise and read high-frequency words
yy build knowledge of oral vocabulary
yy understand conventions of print
yy enjoy reading together and revisiting familiar books again and again.

Activity card
Making a hullabaloo

Colours

You will need: crayons

Draw a monster making a hullabaloo.

Shared Reading

Lesson Plan
Colours

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing reading vocabulary

Developing writing vo

Getting started

Getting started

Writing sentences

Talk about the way that colour can be used to describe things.
What things are black? What things are orange? What other colour
words are there? Develop a list that includes colours that are
not on the Vocabulary Starter (e.g. grey, brown, aqua, purple).

Introduce the word on each card. Point to the photograph and
ask: What colour is this? Can you see the word that says “red”?
Ask the students to look at the word. What do you notice about
this word?

Memory game

Draw out information about:

Provide a picture of a rainbow to write abo
I describe this rainbow? I want to write the s
see yellow.” Write: “I can see” and then ask
out how to write the word “yellow”? Model
Vocabulary Starter as a resource.

Play the game “Spotto” in small groups. To play, display a
group of six similar objects of different colours (e.g. six toy
cars). While one student turns away, another student removes
one item from the group. The first student must spot what is
missing. Encourage students to say: The black car is gone.

• word shape
• number of letters
• first letter e.g. Whose name in the class has the same first letter?
• other words that sound like the word.

Have students write about their favourite c
sentence stem: My favourite colour is … (e
orange, black).

Repeat with other words.

Have students write each word from the V
using a pencil of that colour (e.g. yellow wr
pencil).

Vocabulary Starter
The Vocabulary Starter Colours
Early Emergent
provides direct support for the
reading
stage
vocabulary used
in the Flying
Start to Literacy Stage 1 books
Come and Look!
and Fish.
Shared
Reading

Key vocabulary: black blue green orange pink red yellow
Flying Start Vocabulary Starters support the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing.

Vocabulary Starter
Shared
They reflect the vocabulary needs of children
in the firstBook
few
Describing words
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
Provide a range of colour samples (colour cards or charts
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
Hullabaloo
is a tale about three scary
monsters
who make
mightyHave the students group
from
paint suppliers
can beauseful).
support the curriculum, including science and
social studies:
samples
colour.
Talkinto
about
words that can be used to
hullabaloo. They cause all sorts ofthe
trouble
asby
they
stomp
town.
This card can be:
describe different hues of the same colour (e.g. light blue, dark
But, when their monster mother finds
them and sees what her
• read as a book
blue, navy blue, sky blue).
• opened up into a chart
naughty monsters have done, she gets very cross and makes them
Common sayings
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
clean up their mess. Now, the naughty monsters can only dream
Encourage students to talk about feelings that can be
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Startersabout
can be making
used:
a hullabaloo!
associated with colour. For example, blue is often associated
• to introduce new vocabulary
with sadness. Talk about sayings that use colour. For example,
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
say: She was green with envy; It was a black day; She saw red;
as a writing resource.
He was feeling blue. Do people really go these colours? Why do
• as a stimulus for discussion e.g. What colours do you know?
we use words in this way?
vocabulary
• to support ELL students by linking spokenOral
and written
vocabulary with clear photographs
around bouncing frown green howl hullabaloo neighbourhood red-faced
• to build confidence using vocabulary.

First letters
Mask the key vocabulary words on the Vocabulary Starter
using sticky labels. Ask: What letter do you expect to see at the
start of this word? Unmask to check.

Word and picture match
Write the key words from the Vocabulary Starter onto small
cards. Give each student one of the word cards and ask the
students to match the word to the correct picture on the
Vocabulary Starter and then read the word aloud. Change
cards and repeat.

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Starter

Sentence stems
Using the Blackline master, finish the sentences by writing
different colour words in the spaces provided. Cut the page
into sentence strips. Give each student a sentence and have
him/her read it and follow the instructions. Pass the sentences
onto the next person and repeat.

roar rubbish sack scary stomped

High-frequency words
a and as at he his in of on that the they this to with you
Colours vocab starter.indd 1-7

Phonemic awareness
• Rhyming words as in along/ song
Phonics
• Identifying the /h/ sound as in Hullabaloo
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Print concepts
• Understanding that a word is made of a group of letters
Key concepts

Curriculum link

• Things come in different colours.
• Monsters are imaginary creatures.

• Health and Physical Education:
Relationships

FS AUS ITW LP Hullabaloo.indd 1-2
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Shared Reading Collection Pack
Shared Reading Big Books
Each of the 16 Shared Books has been carefully written to motivate
and support young readers.
These shared reading texts:
yy capture the reader’s attention and ensure group participation
and engagement
yy are ideal to introduce early literacy skills and concepts of print
yy use rhyme, rhythm and repetition in the narrative titles
yy introduce science and mathematics concepts in the informative texts
yy link to a Vocabulary Starter in the Flying Start to Literacy Early
Emergent Reading Stage.

With a roar, roar, roar
and a growl, growl, growl!
We’re scary monsters –
hear us howl !

He said to his brothers
as they walked into town,
“I’m going to pull
all the washing down.”

The big green monster
knew what to do –
“Watch me make
a hullabaloo !”
4

5

Spelling

Provide each student with a copy of the Bl
Have him/her fill in the colour words and
find the things that are listed. Encourage s
their spelling of each colour word against
Starter.

Shared Reading
Vocabulary StartersColours

Colours

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing reading

Getting started

Getting started

Talk about the way that colour can be used to describe things.
What things are black? What things are orange? What other colour
words are there? Develop a list that includes colours that are
not on the Vocabulary Starter (e.g. grey, brown, aqua, purple).

Introduce the word on each card. Point
ask: What colour is this? Can you see the
Ask the students to look at the word. W
this word?

Memory game

Draw out information about:

Play the game “Spotto” in small groups. To play, display a
group of six similar objects of different colours (e.g. six toy
cars). While one student turns away, another student removes
one item from the group. The first student must spot what is
missing. Encourage students to say: The black car is gone.

• word shape
• number of letters
• first letter e.g. Whose name in the class
• other words that sound like the word.

Describing words

First letters

Vocabulary Starter

Key vocabulary: black blue green orange pink red yellow
Flying Start Vocabulary Starters support the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing.
They reflect the vocabulary needs of children in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum, including science and social studies:

Colours
Vocabulary Starter

This card can be:
The Vocabulary Starter Colours
• read as a book
provides direct support for the
• opened up into a chart
vocabulary used in the Flying
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.

start of this word? Unmask to check.

Word and picture match

Getting start
Write the key words from the Vocabula
Talk about the way that colour can be used to describe things.
Introduce the
cards. Give each student one of the wor
What that
thingscan
are be
black? What things are orange? What other colour
ask: What col
Encourage students to talk about feelings
to match the word Ask
to the
wordsisare
there?
Develop a list that includes colours thatstudents
are
thecorre
stude
associated with colour. For example, blue
often
associated
Vocabulary Starter and thenthis
read
the w
not on the Vocabulary Starter (e.g. grey, brown, aqua, purple).
word?
• to introduce new vocabulary
Key vocabulary: black blue green orange
pink redTalk
yellow
with sadness.
about sayings that use colour. For example,
cards and repeat.
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
Draw out info
say: She was green with envy; It was a black
day;game
She saw red;
Memory
as a writing resource.
He was feeling blue. Do people really goPlay
these
Why do
stems
• word shape
thecolours?
game “Spotto”
in small groups. To play, displaySentence
a
Vocabulary Starters support the development of:
• as a stimulus for discussion e.g. What colours Flying
do youStart
know?
number
group of six similar objects of different colours (e.g. six toy
we use words in this way?
Using the Blackline master,•finish
theofsl
• to support ELL students by linking spoken and
written
• oral
language
first letter e
cars). While one student turns away, another student removes
different colour words in the• spaces
pro
vocabulary with clear photographs
• reading
• other words
one item from the group. The first student must spot what is
into
sentence
strips.
Give
each
student
• writing.
• to build confidence using vocabulary.
missing. Encourage students to say: The black car is gone.
Repeat
with o
him/her read it and follow the
instructio
They reflect the vocabulary needs of children in the first few
onto the next person and repeat.
Describing words
First letters
Start to Literacy Stage 1 books
Come
and Look! and Fish.
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can
be used:

Common sayings

• to introduce new vocabulary
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
as a writing resource.
• as a stimulus for discussion e.g. What colours do you know?
• to support ELL students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary with clear photographs
• to build confidence using vocabulary.

Provide a range of colour samples (colour cards or charts
from paint suppliers can be useful). Have the students group
the samples by colour. Talk about words that can be used to
describe different hues of the same colour (e.g. light blue, dark
blue, navy blue, sky blue).

Common sayings
Encourage students to talk about feelings that can be
associated with colour. For example, blue is often associated
with sadness. Talk about sayings that use colour. For example,
say: She was green with envy; It was a black day; She saw red;
He was feeling blue. Do people really go these colours? Why do
we use words in this way?

COMPREHENSION

years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum, including science and social studies:

Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:

Vocabulary Starter

Repeat with other words.

the key vocabulary words
on the V
Developing oral vocabulary Mask
Develo
using sticky labels. Ask: What letter do y

Provide a range of colour samples (colour cards or charts
from paint suppliers can be useful). Have the students group
the samples by colour. Talk about words that can be used to
describe different hues of the same colour (e.g. light blue, dark
blue, navy blue, sky blue).
Getting started

This card can be:
• read as a book
• opened up into a chart
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.

FS AUS VS Colours.indd 5-7

YEARS F–1

A Vocabulary Starter links to each Shared Book. This link
provides the teacher with an opportunity to explore the key
vocabulary related to the specific topic of the book and is
an excellent support for ELL students.
The Vocabulary Starters:
Colours
yy use full-colour photographs to introduce key
vocabulary words
Starter
yy provide a variety of suggestions Vocabulary
for developing
oral
vocabulary.

The Vocabulary Starter Colours
provides direct support for the
vocabulary used in the Flying
Start to Literacy Stage 1 books
Come and Look! and Fish.

The strong link between the books in the Shared Reading Collection and the Vocabulary Starters means that when your young readers are ready for
small group instruction, they can be introduced to the matching paired student books at Levels 1 and 2 of the Flying Start to Literacy program.
Find out more at oup.com.au/flyingstart

Write the key
cards. Give e
students to m
Vocabulary S
cards and rep

Using the Bla
different colo
into sentence
him/her read
onto the next

SHARED READING

Easy-to-follow Lesson Plans are provided for each
Shared Book. These plans include explicit instruction to
guide teachers through multiple readings of the text.
After revisiting the books, there are suggestions for
modelling and teaching specific foundational skills.
These skills include:
yy phonemic awareness
yy phonics
yy oral language
yy fluency
yy print concepts
yy writing.

Word and pi

Sentence ste

FS AUS VS Colours.indd 5-7

Shared Reading Lesson Plans

Mask the key
using sticky la
start of this wo

Guided Reading
Levels 1–24 Overview
An award-winning, comprehensive literacy program
Flying Start to Literacy reflects best practice in literacy instruction and supports the systematic development of reading
strategies and skills in students.
Features:
yy Key vocabulary is introduced systematically.
yy A high rate of repetition of high-frequency words and a low ratio
of unfamiliar words.
yy Text complexity is carefully sequenced to build reading strategies.
yy Phonics and phonemic awareness is systematically developed.
yy Fluency enhances comprehension.
yy A variety of text types enable the development of a range of
reading strategies.
yy Reading and writing is linked.
yy Assessment is ongoing to inform instruction.

Chapter 1

Saving
animals
My name is Alice.
When I was seven
years old, I went
on a holiday with
my family. I saw tigers
and lions in cages on

Readers will love to read Flying Start to Literacy books

circus trucks.

When I got home,

The animals were sitting

I found out about

in the hot sun without

a place that helps

water or shade.

animals. This place

I decided I wanted

looks after tigers

to help animals like

and lions and other

them have better lives.

big cats that have
not been looked
after properly.

yy There are fascinating topics and ideas to learn about, funny stories
to laugh at, exciting adventure stories, reports, interviews,
explanations, procedures, plays and shared books.

6

7

Lesson Plans

Activity card

Blackline master
Time for action

Create a poster

Flying Start to Literacy will ensure success for all readers

Create a poster that encourages people to look after the environment.

Think of a project you could do at home or at school that would help the environment.
Use the plan below to organise your ideas.

Use words, symbols and pictures.

Early Fluent
reading stage
Level 18

Project title

yy High-frequency words and key content words are introduced
systematically and revisited in following levels of the program.
yy The program supports a systematic approach to the development
of phonemic awareness and phonics. All new vocabulary is
phonetically accessible to developing readers.
yy Each book is one of a connected pair. A narrative book and an
informative book present the same key concepts and vocabulary.
yy Every book has been trialled with a range of readers, including
English Language Learners.
Aim – what you hope to
achieve

You Can Make a Difference! contains
four personal narratives from
children who have helped animals
or the environment.

Steps – what you need to
do to complete the project.
Think about:
• how you will tell others
about the project
• whether money is needed
and how you will raise it
• which adults you will
need to discuss the
project with.

Assessment

Can the student identify a project that would help the environment?
Can the student write clear steps in a logical sequence?

Flying Start to Literacy You Can Make a Difference! / Save the Sea Otters! © 2015-2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

In Save the Sea Otters!, Lee is upset
to find a sea otter injured by a jet
ski. She talks to a reporter, which
ultimately leads to a big change.

Running words: 629
Text type: Personal narrative

Running words: 637
Text type: Narrative

Content vocabulary

animals animal hospital bay camping ground destroyed
difference environment flipper government habitat jetski/s
jet skier/s kelp money nature oil spills paper park pipeline
plastic ranger recycling reducing reporter safe saving
sea otters speeches town leader vet

Phonics

• Identifying the r-controlled vowel as in park
• Identifying different letter combinations that make the
long /e/ sound

Text features
You Can Make a Difference!

• Contents page, chapter headings, introduction and conclusion
• Author note

Save the Sea Otters!

• Contents page, chapters with headings, illustrations
• Third-person narrative; dialogue

Reading strategies

Flying Start to Literacy You Can Make a Difference! / Save the Sea Otters! © 2015-2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
© 2015-2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright
law, and under international copyright conventions, applicable in the
jurisdictions in which it is published. The trademark “Flying Start to
Literacy” and Star device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in
Australia and New Zealand.
In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts of
this work, the purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work
displaying the footnote: “© 2015-2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided that:
(a) the number of copies made does not exceed the number reasonably
required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes; (b) those copies are only
made by means of photocopying and are not further copied or stored or
transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or offered
for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the footnote
copyright notice.

Developed by Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Text: Kerrie Shanahan
Consultants: Susan Hill and Jenny Feely
Designed by Derek Schneider
Printed in China through Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distributed in Australia & New Zealand by Lioncrest Education
Phone: +61 2 4991 2874 email: info@lioncrest.com.au
www.lioncrest.com.au
Distributed in Ireland by Carroll Education
Phone: +353 1 413 7230 email: info@carrolleducation.ie
www.carrolleducation.ie/ecom
www.flying-start-to-literacy.com.au
www.ecpublishing.com.au

• Asking questions
• Making inferences about characters

ELL support

Key concepts

Curriculum link

• The main concepts of the
non-fiction book are stated
in the introduction and
re-stated in the conclusion
and author note.
• Photographs and
illustrations support
the text.
• Chapter headings signal
content.

• People’s actions can harm
the environment.
• There are things people can
do to help the environment.
• Some children have taken
action to help
the environment.
• Animals and people
sometimes compete
for space.

• Science: People and the
environment, taking
action

All other rights reserved.
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Then, one day, Lee saw one. It was on
the beach. Something is wrong, thought

Teachers find Flying Start to Literacy easy to use
yy The Lesson Plans integrate oral language, vocabulary development,
fluency and comprehension, writing and phonics. They are attractive,
durable, accessible and easy to store.
yy Supportive teacher resources for planning and record keeping are
available online.
yy Visit www.flyingstarttoliteracy.com.au to download today.

Lee. It should be on the sea, floating on
the kelp.
Lee ran and told her dad.
“Are you sure it’s a sea otter?” said
Dad.
“Yes,” said Lee.

Lee and her dad went down to the
beach. The otter was breathing, but it
couldn’t move.
“It needs help,” said Dad. And he
called the ranger.
6

7

Instruction with Lesson Plans
Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans
(one for each pair of books):
yy provide practical, systematic, and easy-to-implement
instructional plans
yy integrate oral language, comprehension, phonemic awareness,
phonics, vocabulary development, fluency and writing
yy include ongoing assessment and follow-up activities.
Before reading
yy Activate prior knowledge through a variety of engaging suggestions.
yy Introduce challenging or unfamiliar vocabulary.
yy Focus on reading strategies specific to the book.
During reading
yy Monitor and support each student’s reading.
yy Revisit specific reading strategies as needed.
yy Guide students as they apply these strategies.
After reading
yy Use discussion prompts to encourage collaborative conversations
about the book.
yy Ask students to return to the text for evidence to support
their responses.
yy Provide positive feedback on students’ use of the lesson’s
reading strategies.
Returning to the book
yy Develop fluency with modelling, paired practice and independent
re-reading.
yy Work with words through a variety of suggestions for
building phonemic awareness and reinforcing phonics.
yy Connect reading and writing with teacher modelling and
prompts for student practice.
Talk about the pair
yy Discussion prompts encourage students to consider
the pair’s ‘big idea’.
yy Reproducible Activity Cards offer creative suggestions for
exploring the topic further.
yy BLMs provide opportunities for ongoing assessment.

Find out more at oup.com.au/flyingstart

Paired texts with
Perspectives Overview
Connect informative and narrative texts to a single big idea
Paired narrative and informative chapter books for guided reading are connected by a big idea and link to a Flying Start Perspectives
book; a single volume of short texts addressing the topical issue raised in the paired books. Perfect for Middle and Upper Primary.

Paired Texts
We have continued our award-winning formula of pairing a narrative
text with an informative text, connected by a big idea.
Informative texts present the big ideas
around a topic. They go beyond readers’
personal experiences and include a
range of features including primary
sources that support the text.

Why is plastic everywhere?

Lasts for a long time
Things made from plastic last longer. Plastic

Plastic is light in weight, and it can last for a

jars don’t break very easily, and it’s difficult to

very long time without wearing out or breaking.

tear most plastic wrappers.

No wonder we use so much of it.
Light in weight

But this is part of the problem. When plastic

Something made from plastic usually weighs

things are thrown away, they don’t break down.

less than the same thing made from glass or

They stay the way they are for hundreds

metal. Things that weigh less cost less to

of years.

transport from a factory to a shop, or from
city to city, or from one country to another.
So, making packaging out of lightweight plastic,
instead of heavy glass or metal, saves money.

Plastic wonder
Can you find at least five different things
in your home made from plastic?
9

8

In a flash, he returned with some wooden

“It looks ugly,” I said, holding back tears.

pencils, a metal pen, a wooden pencil box

What would my friends think?

and a binder made of recycled cardboard.
I could feel my face turning red and I

“I think it’s pretty cool,” said Hugo.
“Me, too,” added Dad. “You could draw

wanted to scream.

on it.”

“A cardboard binder?” I asked, with an

“Fine,” I said.

attitude that made it clear I was not

But it was not fine.

They

just didn’t get it – I was going to be the

pleased.

laughing stock of my school.

“What’s the problem with cardboard?”

* * * * *

Dad asked.

The plastic race

Plastic: The positives and the problems

What are the
positive features of plastic?

Plastic problems
What problems does
plastic create?

Plastic
problem-solving

What is being done to
help fix the problem?

1

Start
5

Lesson Plans for the pair encourage higher-level
thinking and provide opportunities for students
to write in response both to the text and
to their collaborative conversations.

You drop a plastic
jug, but it doesn’t
break!
Go forward 1.

9
Blackline master
Plastic: The positives and the problems

13

What are the
positive features of plastic?

Plastic problems
What problems does
plastic create?

17

2

3

4

6

7

8

You say no to a
plastic straw with
your drink.
Go forward 4.

You recycle your
plastic drink bottle.
Go forward 3.

14
What is being done to
help fix the problem?

18

The plastic race

15

16

2

Start

say no to a
19You
plastic straw with

5

You drop a plastic
jug, but it doesn’t
break!
Go forward 1.

6

7
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Can the student recall the main information from a text?
Can the student recognise different perspectives related to the topic?
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17

You remind your
parents to take
reusable bags to the
shops. Go forward 2.

20

You recycle your
plastic drink bottle.
Go forward 3.

4

Your new toy has
a lot of plastic
packaging.
Go back 1.

Text: Kerrie Shanahan
Consultants: Susan Hill and Jenny Feely
Designed by Derek Schneider
Printed in China through Your plastic wrap
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kongblows away and
Distribution details:
down a drain.
www.ecpublishing.com.au/contact-us
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Can the student recall the main information from a text?
Can the student recognise different perspectives related to the topic?

20

Finish
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Table of contents and chapters
Headings and sub-headings
Flowchart and table
Introduction, conclusion, glossary, index
Table of contents and chapters with headings
Illustrations and dialogue

When a family decides to stop using

plastic, not everyone is happy. But
Reading strategies
• Integrating information from the visual images and graphics
maybe going plastic-free isn’t that
• Making
uncool after all.

Phonics

inferences about the character’s feelings and motives

Running words: 1,735
Text type: Narrative

ELL support

Key concepts

Curriculum link

decompose environment flexible Great Garbage Patch ivory
landfill material natural organic plastic recycle reusable reuse

• Images and graphics support

• The invention of plastic

• Identifying the suffixes “ible” and “able” as in flexible and

and extend thereusable
written text.

changed the way people

• Science: Use and influence
of science

• Each chapter• poses
and
Identifying
the /er/ sound as inmade
first and things.
nervous
answers a key question. The
• Plastic waste is a big
Text structures and features

glossary supports
students’
problem.
• Table of contents and chapters
understanding
of vocabulary.
• Headings
and sub-headings• Reducing plastic waste
helps to protect the
• Introduction, conclusion, glossary, index
but it can be
• Table of contents and chaptersenvironment,
with headings
a difficult task.
first
person.
Reading strategies
The Plastic Plague

Flowchart and
• Illustrations•support
thetable

Illustrations
• The story is •written
in and
thedialogue
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Assessment

The Plastic Plague outlines the
history of plastic and its uses
today. It also examines some
solutions to the problem of
plastic waste.
Running words: 1,084
Text type: Explanation

•
•
•
•
•
•

story.
The Plastic-free Challenge

Go back 4.

More information:
www.flying-start-to-literacy.com.au
www.ecpublishing.com.au

• Identifying the suffixes “ible” and “able” as in flexible and
reusable
• Identifying the /er/ sound as in first and nervous

The Plastic Plague

Content vocabulary

You make a poster
that tells others how
to recycle plastic.
Go forward 2.

Running words: 1,735
Text type: Narrative

Text structures and features

The Plastic-free Challenge

12

Developed by Eleanor Curtain Publishing

14

decompose environment flexible Great Garbage Patch ivory
landfill material natural organic plastic recycle reusable reuse

Level 29

Finish
8

11

Content vocabulary

Fluent Plus
reading stage

You buy bottled water
instead of refilling
your drink bottle.
Go back 4.

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans The Plastic Plague / The Plastic-free
Challenge © 2020 10
EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
9

Assessment

3

your drink.
Go forward 4.

When a family decides to stop using
plastic, not everyone is happy. But
maybe going plastic-free isn’t that
uncool after all.

Phonics

You make a poster
that tells others how
to recycle plastic.
Go forward 2.

You will need: a die; one counter per player
Your
wrap
How
to plastic
play:
1.
Take turns
rolling
the die and moving your counter.
blows
away
and
2.
Follow a
thedrain.
instructions on the square you land on.
down
3.
Theback
winner4.
is the first player to reach the finish.
Go

1

The Plastic Plague outlines the
history of plastic and its uses
today. It also examines some
solutions to the problem of
plastic waste.
Running words: 1,084
Text type: Explanation

Lesson Plans

11
Activity
card12

Plastic
problem-solving

You remind your
parents to take
reusable bags to the
shops. Go forward 2.

Level 29

Your new toy has
a lot of plastic
packaging.
Go back 1.

You buy bottled water
instead of refilling
your drink bottle.
Go back 4.

10

Use what you have learnt about plastic to fill in the chart below.

Plastic positives

Fluent Plus
reading stage

You will need: a die; one counter per player
How to play: 11
1. Take turns rolling the die and moving your counter.
2. Follow the instructions on the square you land on.
3. The winner is the first player to reach the finish.

Use what you have learnt about plastic to fill in the chart below.

Plastic positives

Lesson Plans

Activity card

Blackline master

10

Narrative texts reflect the big ideas through
their characters and plots. They feature plots
with sub-plots, non-sequential treatment
of time, and a range of literary devices.

• Integrating information from the visual images and graphics
• Making inferences about the character’s feelings and motives

ELL support

Key concepts

Curriculum link

• Images and graphics support

• The invention of plastic

• Science: Use and influence
of science

and extend the written text.

• Each chapter poses and

answers a key question. The
glossary supports students’
understanding of vocabulary.
• Illustrations support the
story.
• The story is written in the
first person.

changed the way people
made things.

• Plastic waste is a big

problem.
• Reducing plastic waste
helps to protect the
environment, but it can be
a difficult task.

7/22/19 12:23 PM
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Extend students’ thinking with additional points of
views on the issues introduced in the paired texts.

Plus

GUIDED READING

Graphic Organiser: Plastics PMI

YEARS 3–6

Flying Start Perspectives are unique.
The titles contain short texts in
magazine-style format and include
posters, arguments, discussions, letters
and visual images.

Flying Start Perspectives

Lesson Plan
Minus

Interesting
Fluent Plus
reading stage

Is plastic helpful or harmful?

Level 29

Contents
PERSPECTIVES Plastic: Helpful or Harmful?

Express opinions

Draw conclusions

Explore further

Introduce the book

Read the text

Say: Talk with your partner about things you have used today that
are made of plastic. Show the students the front cover of
PERSPECTIVES: Plastic: Helpful or Harmful?
Say: This book is about plastic. It has several texts that discuss
different points of view about plastic including its benefits, problems
it creates and how people are solving these problems.
Read the title and ask: What do you think? Is plastic helpful,
or is it harmful? Discuss students’ ideas.

Have students read the introduction to “Straw no more”
on page 8. Ask: What might the “Straw No More” project be?
Discuss students’ ideas.
Read Molly’s quote. Say: These are Molly’s exact words, so this is
called a quote. How do we know it’s a quote? Discuss and point
out the quotation marks.
Ask: Does this quote surprise you? How does it make you feel?
Why might the author have included it?
Have students read the text on page 9. Ask: What inspired
Molly to take action? Have students discuss with a partner.
Point out the different fonts. Ask: Why do you think the font
on page 8 is different from the font on page 9? Do the two texts
sound different? How? Discuss and draw out that page 8 is the
introduction, and it gives background information and a
context for the article.
Have students read pages 10 and 11. Discuss as a group.
Ask: Why do you think the “Straw No More” project has been
so successful?
Ask: Do you think Molly is inspiring? Are you motivated to go
“straw-free”?

Read the text
Give each student a copy of PERSPECTIVES: Plastic: Helpful or
Harmful? Have them browse through the book.
Have the students read the introduction on page 4. Ask:
What different views might people have about plastic? Discuss.
Have students turn to pages 6 and 7. Say: Look closely at the
images. Talk with your partner about what you notice.
Ask: What message do the visual images send? How does it make
you feel? What does it make you wonder about? Discuss students’
responses.
Ask: Are images a good way to send messages about an issue like this?
Why? What can an image do that words cannot?
Discuss as a group.

Respond to the text
Introduce the Graphic Organiser: Plastics PMI.
Ask: What are the good things about plastic? What are the negative
things? What interests you about plastic? Have students talk
with a partner.
Say: Work with your partner to write one or two points on your
graphic organiser.
Collect students’ graphic organisers to revisit later.

Setting the task
Students can choose one or both of the following options as
a way to show their thinking or express their opinion.

Writing
Have students respond by writing about their opinion. Say:
Think about what you have learnt about plastic, and how you feel
about this information.
Present the Graphic Organiser: How to write about your
opinion. (see PERSPECTIVES: Plastic: Helpful or Harmful?,
page 16). Support students by guiding them through the
steps involved.
1. Have students revisit the questions posed in the
introduction on page 4. Ask: What is your opinion now
about plastic? Is it helpful or harmful? Have students discuss
with a partner.
2. Model how to find further information about the
topic, or, if appropriate, students could do independent
research.
3. Say: Now that you have the information you need, you can write
a plan. Use the graphic organiser to help you.
4. Have students publish their writing. Say: Think about
the graphics or images you can include to support your
written opinion.

Respond to the text
Have pairs of students revisit their graphic organisers. Say:
Think about the information you now have and add points to your
graphic organiser.

Bring it all together
Have students meet with their completed graphic organisers.
Invite pairs of students to share the points on their PMI
charts at a group discussion. Use the students’ ideas to write
a list of the main “plus”, “minus” and “interesting” points
onto a chart.
Discuss the various points of view and opinions that arise.
During the discussion, encourage students to draw on
information in the texts to back up their opinions.

Creating a poster
Have students respond by creating a poster. Have them
search for digital images that support their point of view
about the use of plastic and plastic waste. The poster could
promote the benefits of plastic, warn people about the issues
surrounding plastic or be a combination of both.
Say: Think about your opinion and how you can best share it with
others using images. When choosing the image or images for your
poster, think about the message you want to get across.
Display the completed posters and provide time for students
to view them.

Respond to the text

Draw up a large T-chart with the headings: “Surprised us”
and “Made us wonder”.
Ask: What surprised you about this text? What
things Start
do you to
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You can see the difference...
Straw no more
Speak out!
Is all plastic bad?

Paired connected texts

The Plastic Plague outlines the history of plastic
and its uses today. It also examines some
solutions to the problem of plastic waste.

When a family decides to stop using plastic, not
everyone is happy. But maybe going plastic-free
isn’t that uncool after all.

Content vocabulary
ban drains microbeads mould ocean packaging plastic bags recycled scientist trash
waste waterproof

Key concepts
• Plastic is a very useful material that is used in many different ways.
• Plastic waste can end up in the ocean, and it is harmful to sea life.
• Some people are thinking of ways to solve the problem of plastic waste.
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Issue: Plastic – Helpful or Harmful?
Paired Texts Lesson Plans:
yy Vocabulary Building
yy Establishing Strategy Focus
yy Reading with Teacher Support
yy Writing
yy Talk About the Book
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yy Strategy Reflection

Flying Start Perspectives Lesson Plans:
yy Inquiry
yy Thinking and Talking About the Issues
yy Writing a Persuasive Argument
Find out more at oup.com.au/flyingstart

COMPREHENSION

Initiate ideas

Read the text
Have students turn to the “Speak out!” section on pages 12
and 13 and read the introduction.
Invite a student to read aloud one of the “speak outs” to the
group. Ask: What is your view on this opinion? Do you agree? Why
or why not?
Continue reading and discussing each “speak out” opinion
in a similar manner.
Have students turn to pages 14 and 15. Have them read the
title “Is all plastic bad?”and the introduction on page 14.
Ask: What clues does the title give us about the content of this text?
What do you think an ocean scientist might think about plastic?
Say: The text on page 15 is the “voice” of Mark Lewis, an ocean
scientist. Have students read the text independently. Discuss
as a group. Ask: Why is plastic important to Mark? What is his
message about plastic?

PERSPECTIVES

Lesson Plans help teachers
engage and support students in
critical discussions and assists
students to recognise different points
of views, and write about them.
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INTRODUCTION
Sometimes, your body gets hurt.
When this happens, you feel pain and
parts of your body might not work well.
The good news is that when your body
gets hurt, it can fix itself. You
can help your body to get better by
looking after it.

Getting help
A doctor will get an X-ray to see where
the bone is broken. A cast is put
on the broken leg or arm to hold the
bones in place.

What happens next?
The broken bones will slowly
Join together. Most broken bones

•

take six to eight weeks to get better.

Ouch! That hurts © 2020 EC Licensing Pty Ltd

u
Your body is covered in skin
and sometimes, skin gets cut.

What to do:
• Press on the cut.
• Tell an adult.
• Clean with water.
• Cover with a bandage.

When a cut is bleeding,
slowly becomes thicker and sticks
together. This is called clotting.

II

Getting help
If the cut is deep, go to the doctor.
The doctor will clean the cut so that
germs cannot get inside. The doctor
might use special thread or glue to
hold the sides of the cut together, and
will then cover it with a bandage.

What happens next?
The two sides of the cut that meet

•

will slowly join together. The cut
will close up.

might hurt or it might

You might see a red lump where the
insect's sting has gone into your skin.

•
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Getting help
If the sting does not get better, you
should go to the doctor. The doctor
might give you medicine.

What happens next?
The sting will become less painful
and the redness will go away.

•

Most stings only hurt for a short time.

Your skin will burn if you touch
something that is very hot.
A burn can be very painful. Your skin
will be red and might blister.

What to do:
• Tell an adult.
• Run cool water over the burn.

,.,

Sunburn
Sometimes, your skin burns if you get
too much sun. You can stop your
skin from getting sunburned by wearing
a hat and clothes that cover your skin.
And don't forget to put on sunscreen.

II

Getting help
If the burn is large or very bad,
you must go to the doctor. The doctor
will work out what to do to look after
the burn and help your skin get better.

Over time, the redness will
Some burns will get better in about
three to six days.
If the burn is very bad, it will take
a lot longer to get better. Some deep

II
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SUMMARY CHART
Injury
Broken bones

What to do

Symptoms Healing time

• Keep the broken
bone still.
• Tell an adult.
• Go to the doctor.

• Pain
• Swelling
• Can't use
the limb

• 6 to 8 weeks

•
•
•
•

• Pain
• Blood

• Small cuts heal quickly.
• Deep cuts take
longer to heal.

• Tell an adult.
• Put ice on the
sting.

• Pain
• Itchy
• Red lump
or swelling

• Most stings get better
in a short time.

• Tell an adult.
• Run cool water
over the burn.

• Red skin
• Blister

• Most burns get
better in 3 to 6 days.
• Bad burns take longer.

Press on the cut.
Tell an adult.
Clean with water.
Cover with a
bandage.

II
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One day, Charlie and his brother
James were playing soccer. Suddenly,
Charlie tripped on the ball and
fell down.

"Ouch! Ouch!" yelled Charlie.
"My foot hurts!"
James ran to get help.

Charlie's mum came running.
She gently felt his foot.
Then Charlie smiled
"Ha, ha! I fooled you!" he said.

"That's not funny, Charlie,"
said his mum. "Don't say you've hurt
yourself when you haven't. One day
you will get hurt and no one will
believe you."
But Charlie wasn't listening.

The next day, Charlie and James
were helping Dad to make dinner.
"Ouch!" yelled Charlie.
"I've cut my finger!"

"Ha, ha!" said Charlie. "I fooled you!"
"Press down on the cut," said Dad.
"That will stop the bleeding."
Dad washed Charlie's finger .

"That's not funny," said Dad.
"One day you will get hurt and
no one will believe you."

That's Not Funny, Charlie! © 2020 EC Licensing Pty Ltd

Chapter 2:

One last prank

The next week, Charlie and James were
visiting their grandmother.
"Just one last prank," said Charlie.
"This will be my best prank ever!"
Charlie put some fake skin on his leg.

"Ouch!" yelled Charlie.
"Something has bitten me."
Grandma looked at Charlie's leg.
There were little red lumps all over it.
Grandma put an ice pack on his leg.
11

"Ouch! Ouch! Ouch!" said Charlie.
"My leg still hurts!"
"I'm taking you to the doctor, Charlie,"
said Grandma.
When the doctor pulled the fake skin off
his leg, Charlie tried not to smile

but the doctor didn't smile.
"Charlie, one day you will really get
hurt and no one will believe you,"
said the doctor.
13

Chapter 3:

"I'll collect wood for our campfire,"

You can't fool us!

said Charlie.

On the weekend, Charlie and his

Charlie ran down the side of the hill.

family went camping. They arrived at

He tripped and fell down.

the campmg ground and began to set
up camp.

-�

14

15
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"Ouch!" yelled Charlie. "My leg hurts."
Back at the camp, everyone could hear
Charlie.
"You can't fool me this time, Charlie,"
said James.
°

"You can't fool us either,"
said Mum and Dad.
"And you can't fool me!"
said Grandma.

-��--

-

. .

��---�-16

"Help! Help!" yelled Charlie.
"I've really hurt my leg. I can't walk."
But still no one came to help Charlie.
"I will have to get back to camp by
myself," said Charlie.

Charlie dragged himself up the side
of the hill.
"James," said Charlie, when he got to
the top. "Help me! I'm not pretending
this time."
But James was not sure.
18

19

James looked at Charlie's leg.
There was a big lump on Charlie's leg.
"He's not fooling!" yelled James.

"I think your leg is broken," said Mum.
"We will have to take you to hospital
right now!" said Dad.

Everyone rushed over to Charlie.
When they saw his leg, they knew
that he really was hurt this time.

That's Not Funny, Charlie! © 2020 EC Licensing Pty Ltd

Chapter 4:

Charlie's promise

At the hospital, the doctor took an
X-ray of Charlie's leg. It was broken.

"You're lucky that James believed you,"
said Dad.
"Yes, because we didn't," said Mum.
"I'm sorry," said Charlie. "I promise
I will never pretend that I am hurt
ever again."
And he never did

Then the doctor put a cast on his
broken leg.
22

But Charlie didn't promise to stop
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Lesson Plans

Activity card

Blackline master

Medical memory

Write all the contractions from That’s Not Funny, Charlie! in the box below.

1. Cut out the cards below.
2. Join with a partner. Spread out all of your cards, face down.
3. Take turns to turn two cards over. If the cards are a pair (the injury
matches the “What to do” points), keep them and have another turn.
4. When all the cards have been matched, count how many pairs you
have. The winner is the player with the most pairs.
Broken bone

✂

Cut

Sting

Burn

was not

you’ve

have not

can’t

you are

he’s

I have

don’t

Level 16

Ouch! That Hurts explains what
happens when you hurt yourself
and what to do for broken
bones, cuts, stings and burns.

Charlie loves playing pranks.
But when Charlie breaks his leg,
no one believes him. Has Charlie
played one too many pranks?

Running words: 388
Text type: Explanation/
procedure

Running words: 531
Text type: Narrative

Content vocabulary

allergic reaction bandage believe bleeding blister blood bone
broken burn clotting cut doctor fool/ed fracture germs
hospital hurt/s ice pack lump/s medicine ouch pain painful
pranks scar sting sunburn swelling X-ray

M

Draw a line to match the words to the correct contraction.

Early Fluent
reading stage

PL
E

Contractions

Phonics
I will

you’re

did not

haven’t

•• Distinguishing between the long and short /o/ sounds
•• Identifying the “ou” vowel digraph as in ouch

Text features
wasn’t

it is

I’ve

he is

I’m

cannot

it’s

you have

I’ll

do not

Write a sentence with a contraction in it.

didn’t

What to do

What to do

What to do

What to do

•

•

Press on the cut.

•

Tell an adult.

•

Tell an adult.

•

Tell an adult.

•

•

•

Clean with water.

Put ice on
the sting.

Run cool water
over the burn.

•

Cover with
a bandage.

Keep the broken
bone still.

•

Tell an adult.

•

Go to the doctor.

Flying Start to Literacy Ouch! That Hurts / That’s Not Funny, Charlie! © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Assessment
Can the student identify contractions and use them appropriately?
Can the student match words to the correct contraction?
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•• Contents page, headings and sub-headings
•• Dot points and fact boxes
•• Summary chart organises key content

That’s Not Funny, Charlie!

•• Illustrations support and extend the plot
•• Third-person narrative with dialogue

Reading strategies

•• Linking fact boxes and text information
•• Making connections

SA

I am

ELL support

Key concepts

Curriculum links

• H
 eadings and subheadings signal content.
• P
 hotographs and
illustrations support new
vocabulary and the story.

• T
 he body heals itself after
an injury.

• H
 ealth and Physical
Education: The body

• D
 ifferent injuries have
different symptoms.

• H
 ealth and Physical
Education: Relationships

• W
 hen you are injured you
need help from adults.
• P
 retending to be hurt is not
a good prank.
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Lesson 1

Ouch! That Hurts

Returning to the book
Provide multiple opportunities for students to read and
interact with the book again - with teacher support, with
a partner and independently. Choose activities that are
appropriate for your students.

Developing fluency

Before reading

During reading

Getting ready to read

Ask each student to read the text independently. Monitor
students as they read and support them where appropriate.
If necessary, ask them to stop reading and remind them to
use the reading strategies you are focused on. For example,
ask the student to read the fact box before turning the
page. Ask: How is the information in the fact box linked to the

Encourage students to activate their prior knowledge. Ask:
Has anyone ever broken a bone? Count the number of students

who have and record this as a list. Repeat for burns, stings
and cuts. Discuss the results.

*

Give students time to talk in small groups about an
injury that they have had. Make a list of the words related
to each injury and getting better. Ask: What happened?
What happened next? Did it take long to get better? Encourage
students to talk about the events in the order that they
occurred.

*

Vocabulary building
As needed, introduce the vocabulary from the book.
Ask pairs of students to fold a piece of paper into four and
add the headings "Broken bones", "Cuts", "Stings" and
"Burns" to each segment. Have the pairs brainstorm and
list words related to each injury. Ask students to share
their lists.

Introducing the book
Give each student a copy of the book. Say: This book is called
Ouch! That Hurts. It explains what happens when you injure
yourself The four types of injuries it discusses are broken bones, cuts,
stings and burns. Have students browse through the book.
Ask: What are the chapter headings? What will each chapter be
about? What headings does each chapter have? What else have you

information in the text? Why has it been put in a fact box?

After reading
Talking about the book
Ask students to talk about the book. Encourage discussion
by choosing questions that are appropriate for your
students. Ask them to support their answers by referring to
the photographs and the text.
What should you do if you burn yourself? (Literal)
Why is it important to tell an adult when you are hurt?

(Inferential)
What would you do if you thought you had broken your arm?

(Synthesising)
Do all adults know what to do when someone is injured? (Critical)

Reviewing reading strategies
Encourage students to identify what they did to help
themselves as readers. Say: When you read the fact box, it gave
you more information about the topic. Well done. It's important to
read all of the information on a page in factual texts.

noticed about the book?

*

Have small groups read the book, with each student
reading a particular section (Introduction, What to do,
Getting help, What happens next?, fact boxes) in each
chapter. Remind students to read fluently.

Word work
Phonics
Write the word ouch. Ask: What letters make the /ow/ sound in
this word? Brainstorm a list of words with this sound. Invite
students to underline the letters that make the sound in
each word.

Exploring words
Refer to page 4 and read the sentence: Sometimes, your body
gets hurt. Explain that it is a simple sentence with one main
idea. Read the sentence: You can help your body to get better by
looking after it. Explain that this is a complex sentence. It
has one main idea plus extra information. Have students
work with a partner to identify and read out simple and
complex sentences from the book.

*

Writing
Model writing a recount about a time you or someone
you know got injured. Include an opening statement that
sets the scene of the incident (who, when, where, what).
Continue writing about the series of events that happened
in the order that they occurred.
Have students write a recount about a time when they
injured themselves or when they saw someone else get
injured.

Sharing and presenting
Have students use an audio recording device to record
themselves reading their recounts. Play the recordings
back to the class.

These activities are also suitable for English Language Learners (ELL).
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NOT TO SCALE

Lesson 2

That's Not Funny, Charlie'

Returning to the book
Provide multiple oppornu1ir:ics fr)r sm<lcnrs co read. and
imcracL wiLh lhc book again - with Lcad1cr support, with
a paruwr and independernly. Choo..'>t': activities t.hat are
appropriaLe for your st udems.

w,..,,..,....,_..t•o,.,,.
,.,,,,,,,,.,.,.,.. 1.,..

Developing fluency
Have sludenls perform a readers' lhealfe br reading om
parrs from rhe book. Encour.1ge- rhe-.m to ro.>.ad dia.logul': as if
d1e.y were Lhe d1aracLer speaking.

Before reading

During reading

Word work

Getting ready to read

Ask each s1.udem to read Lhc LC.XL indepe11de11Lly. Mou.it0r
stude.rns as they r('�td and support them where approp1iate.
I[ necessary, a.,k them LO stop reading and remind them Lo
use 1he re.ading strategies you are flKused on. Say: What has
Charlie already done to make his mother anlJY? Why does she think
Charlie is pretending? Remember, knowing what has already happened

Write 1.he words broken and hospital. Ask: \t\lhich word has the
short/of sound? Which word has the long/of sound? [)raw up a
T-charr wid1 chc headings "Long/oj" and "Shorr /o/." Ask:

Hncouragc srudcnLs to accivarc rhcir prior knowledge. ;\sk:
Have you ever played o prank on someone? What did _you do? Was it
funny? Provide lime for sludcnLs LO share their cxpcricncc.s.

Ask: ls there such a thing as a bad prank? Discu:-s studems'
responses

*

Explain wh1c a prank is. Say: When someone does a prank,

they make other people believe something that isn't true. The
r
reaction of the peson
who has been pranked is sometimes very funny
and can make others laugh

*

Vocabulary building
As needed, inrrodu.:::c the vocabulary from rhc book.
Give due",; about several of the key words from the book
(e.g. doctor, X.ray, hospita�. For the word prank, you could say:
This means you have made someone believe something that isn't true.

to the r:hamders helpsyou to know what might happen next.

After reading
Talking about the book
Ask students w ta!k about the book. Encourage discussion
by rho0-sing questions Lhat are appropria1.e for your
srude.nrs. Ask them to supporr their answers by refrrring to
the illus1ra1io11s and the Lext
How did Charlie break his leg? What happened when his family

lt can be funny,

realised his leg w.is badly hurt? (Literal)

Introducing the book

his /eg?Onforencial)

Why didn't Charlie's family believe him when he said he hi;d hurt

Give each srudenr a copy of rhc book. Say: Thar's Nor.
funny, Charlie! is about a boy called Charlie who loves playing
pranks. He fools his family many times by pretending to be hurt.
What might happen i{ he really hurts himself? Discuss re.sponse8.
Give sLudenLs time LO read Ll1c contcnLs page and brO\\'SC
Lhrough the. hook.

Would you play any of the pranks that Charlie played in this book?
Why or why not? (Synthesising)

Phonics

What ·words can I list on this chart?

Exploring words
Rl:'.fer students to page: 7. Ask: Which words are contractions? How
do you know they iJN'! contractions? Draw our d1ar: d1c aposr:rophc
shows r:hat the word is a conrracr:ion - two words shortened
inrn one. Smdenr:s could complere rhe Black.line masr:cr rn
t'.x-plore ocher contracrions in rhe book.

*

Writing
Model wriLing an opinion piece about Charlie's pranks.
For example, say: I am going to write about my opinion of the pranks
Charlie playe.d. I wil! then write my reasons {or having this opinion.

(E'.g:. Tn my opinion! Charlie's pranks wen• not fu1,ny. They
w�isle.d people's iime il!H.l ihey m�:i.Je people worry for 110
reason. The main reason they weren't funny was l)l�cause
when Charlie really hurr himself no one bdlewd him.)

Reviewing reading strategies

Ask: What wufd Oiar!ie's next prank be? Would it be a funny prank
or would things W wrong? Discuss students' ideas. TT ave studrnts
use-. the.se ideas w write a swry abou1 Cl1arlie's ne.xL prank.

l'.ncourage studerns LO identil)' what. t.hey did w help
Lhcmsclvc.,;; as readers. Say: I like the way you make connections

Sharing and presenting

between what Charlie has done already in the story and why

Have s1uden1.s share their stori(:'s in srnall groups.

Would all penple get cross at Charlie's pranks? (CriLical)

characters are now acting a certain way. Well done. This shows you

understand what you are reading.

Talk about the pair
Ask: What things should you do ifyou are with someone who gets
hurt?Discuss students" responst".s. Have sina.11 groups of
srnde-nt.s do i1 role-pl ay .1bour someone getting injured

and wh.1r ro do. Srudenrs can work furrhe.- wirh the
books by completing the Activity card provided.
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